Year 1
Summer term, 1st half – working from home

Home-‘worker’ Challenges…
a few more activities this time.
Look in the ‘Shared’ section of Purple Mash: I will create a
‘Home-worker Challenge’ blog so you can post your creations on there for us to see!
[GDPR* - just remember… no full names or faces, or I won’t be able to approve & post them]

Topic – ‘Oceans & The Naze’ (inc. Where we live)
Have as little or as much help from an adult as you need.

World map maker

Royal reporter

Meteorologist

However you wish to, create a
map of the World – label the 7
continents and 5 oceans (you
would have heard these
mentioned in class – think of
our table groups & reading
groups). As an extra challenge
– find out what ocean animals
live in each of the oceans – add
these to your map.

Has the Queen ever visited
Walton-on-the-Naze? Or any
other royalty? In our lifetime or
before? Find out.
If you find real facts and
information use that, if not
then make some up, I wonder
what it would be like if she
visited? Then using paper &
pens, or Purple Mash create a
News Report about the visit.

If you have a garden or balcony
put some sort of vessel (like a
jar, or blocked funnel) outside
so you can make a rain gauge,
to monitor how much rainfall
we get. Keep a track of this, the
daylight hours, and weather
over this half term. Present this
however you wish to – diary,
chart, drawings, words etc.
Your choice.

British map maker

Historian, of people

Sculptor

However you wish to (on the
computer, drawn, painted, a
model etc.) create a map of the
United Kingdom.
Label the 4 countries of the UK,
the 4 capital cities and the
surrounding seas.

Using books, the internet or
information from people in
your household find out
everything you can about
Arthur Ransome and why he is
associated with Walton-onthe-Naze.

Using anything you can find
around the home, make a
model of a UK landmark. Why
not challenge yourself to
make… a Walton landmark,
and a landmark from each
capital city of the UK (so, 5 in
total).

Local map maker

Local Historian

Landscape Artist

Create a map of the town you
live in. Use symbols, similar to
what you would see in a real
map or make up your own.

Find out whatever facts you
can about historical events of
Walton-on-the-Naze and/or
Frinton. I know that once there
was a flood big and dangerous
enough that our school had to
close! Maybe find out more
about that?

Using images you have from a
local paper or leaflet (new or
old) or the internet, create
your best artistic masterpiece
to represent a part of Waltonon-the-Naze. Maybe it will be
amazing enough to go in an art
gallery in the future, or be
printed on a tourist leaflet.

Fact finder
Find out between 5 and 10
facts about each of the capital
cities in the United Kingdom.

Zoologist

Quiz master

Problem solver

Find out about different water
creatures that can be found
living in or around Walton-onthe-Naze. You may have found
evidence when you’ve walked
along the beach, seen some
yourself or heard of local tours.
Draw or paint them if you wish,
or even create a tourist leaflet
yourself.

Create a quiz from facts you
find out about either Waltonon-Naze, Frinton, England, or
our capital city London.
Remember to write the
answers somewhere too, so
you can tell your quizzers if
they are correct or not.

I am curious… what is the
difference between the ‘British
Isles’ & the ‘United Kingdom’ –
Why does it have 2 names?
Find out how this came to be.

